CLOTHING

NOTES: water-proof outer wear helps you stay warm and dry in wet weather or heavy seas; synthetic fabrics dry faster than cotton.

___ Foul weather jacket (May be provided by PVS)
___ Foul weather pants/coveralls (May be provided by PVS)

___ Jacket (Patagonia makes an excellent synchilla jacket and pants)
___ Windbreaker
___ Warm pants
___ Long Sleeve Shirt
___ Underwear
___ Shorts
___ T-shirts
___ Swim suits
___ Outfit for attending special functions

___ Hat or head protection
___ Gloves
___ Dark glasses with tether - Should be polarized or of the highest UV rating
___ Slippers / Sandals / Reef shoes
___ Rubber booties / deck shoes
___ Warm socks